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Conference on Senior Engineering Design Project
You are invited to attend the sixty-fifth Conference on Senior Engineering Design Projects. The
conference will be held from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Tuesday, December 3, 2019 at the College of
Engineering and Applied Sciences on the Parkview Campus of Western Michigan University.
The College of Engineering and Applied Sciences sponsors the conference to showcase the
work of its graduating seniors, who are required to complete a capstone project that puts into
practice what they have learned. Many of the projects are sponsored by business and
industry. The conference is free and open to the public. You are welcome to attend all or part
of the day's events. Reservations are not necessary.
High school and community college teachers are encouraged to bring students to the conference. Buses can
drop off passengers in the College Circle in front of the building and then park in lot P-2 (See map).

Parking is available in the ramps behind the College of Engineering and Applied Sciences (See: Lots P3 and
P4). There is no charge for parking for those attending the Conference.

Presentations begin on the hour and half hour. Please do not enter a room after a presentation has begun.
Session locations, times, and page number for project descriptions:
Civil and Construction Engineering
Computer Science
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Engineering Design, Manufacturing, and
Management Systems
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering A
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering B

D-115
D-202
D-204
D-201

9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.

pg. 5
pg. 6
pg. 10
pg. 13

D-109
D-210

9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

pg. 16
pg. 19

A lunch break is scheduled from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m. There is a café available on site.
For more information about the conference, call Tamara Bergman at (269) 276-3248.
Brochure available electronically at:
http://www.wmich.edu/engineer/news/seniors
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TIME
8:00
8:30
9:00

ROOM/DEPARTMENT TOPIC
EDMM D-201

5-AXIS TABLE FOR A HYBRID 3D METAL PRINTER

EDMM D-201

PICK-TO-CART USE AND FLOOR SPACE OPTIMIZATION

CCE
CS
ECE

CITY OF LANSING COMPLETE STREETS
ADA COMPLIANCE FOR OSHTEMO TOWNSHIP WEBSITE
INVERTER FOR A SMALL-SCALE SOLAR GENERATION
STATION
IMPROVED INVENTORY ACCURACY AND REDUCED
PRODUCTION DOWN TIME
PLANETARY SPROCKET DESIGN FOR CHAIN-DRIVEN
VEHICLES
METHODOLOGY OF TOPOLOGY OPTIMIZATION
MURRAY LAKE FLOATING BOARDWALK
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
WIRELESS ECG MONITORING DEVICE
REPROCESSING OF POST-CONSUMER REYCLED (PCR)
PLASTICS
FLEXIBLE SUB-ASSEMBLY STATION FOR HYDRAULIC
PISTON PUMPS
LIGHTWEIGHT RACING SUSPENSION
BOTTLENECK REDUCTION-I-94 AND OAKLAND DR AND
US 131
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
AUTOMATED LOSS-ON-IGNITION FOUNDRY SAND TEST
SYSTEM
RAW MATERIAL CASH FLOW ESTIMATOR FOR
CHOCOLATIERS
EXPLORATION INTO THE DRAG EFFECTS OF REYNOLDS
NUMBER ON THE DRIVAER MODEL
FORMULA SAE ELECTRIC POWERTRAIN DEVELOPMENT

D-115
D-202
D-204/205

EDMM D-201
MAE A D-109

9:30

MAE B D-210
CCE
D-115
CS
D-202
ECE
D-204/205
EDMM D-201
MAE A D-109

10:00

MAE B D-210
CCE D-115
CS
ECE

D-202
D-204/205

EDMM D-201
MAE A D-109
MAE B D-210

10:30

CS
ECE

D-202
D-204/205

EDMM D-201
MAE A D-109
MAE B D-210

11:00

11:30

1:00

CS
D-202
ECE
D-204/205
EDMM D-201
MAE A D-109
MAE B D-210
CS
D-202
ECE
D-204/205
EDMM D-201
MAE A D-109
MAE B D-210
CS
D-202
ECE
D-204/205

LEE HONORS COLLEGE MOBILE APPLICATION
HUMIDITY CONTROLLED CABINET FOR A SOLID TOP
UKULELE
AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE INTERIOR DESIGN
FIDO MOTORS MODEL 1 BUSHING ANALYSIS
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT SMART-MATERIALS FOR
SEISMIC DAMPING
ERROR MONITORING PORTAL
ROBO BRONCO AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION SYSTEM
SECURE CURBSIDE MAILBOX
DRIVER ADJUSTABLE PANHARD BAR ON A MINI CUP
RACECAR
PNEUMATIC FLOW BENCH
IT ASSET MANAGER
SUNSEEKER PUBLIC DISPLAY SUPPORT SYSTEM
DESIGN FOR CONSOLIDATION OF DEEP CARPET
CLEANER AND VACUUM
ME 4710 MOTION AND CONTROLS FINAL LAB REDESIGN
HANGING 3D PRINTER
JAVASCRIPT GAMES FOR THE INTERVENTION SYSTEM
SOLAR GARDEN DATA COLLECTION, ANALYSIS, AND
LED SIGNAG
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1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00

MAE B D-210

RACK REPLACEMENT SYSTEM

CS
D-202
ECE
D-204/205
MAE B D-210
CS
D-202
ECE
D-204/205
MAE B D-210
CS
D-202

TIME MANAGEMENT APPLICATION
SOLAR POWERED SMART LIGHTING SYSTEM
CONFIDENTIAL PRESENTATION-CLOSED TO PUBLIC
LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (LMS)
SOLAR PV WITH PUMPED HYDRO STORAGE SYSTEM
CONFIDENTIAL PRESENTATION-CLOSED TO PUBLIC
AUGMENTED REALITY PROJECTION SYSTEM

CS

BRONCODE: AN INTERACTIVE PROGRAMMING
TUTORIAL PLATFORM

D-202
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THANK YOU
The College of Engineering and Applied Sciences is grateful to these sponsors that have provided or cooperated
in Senior Engineering Design Projects being presented in December 2019. If you have a project for our
students or if you would like more information, please call Tamara Bergman at (269) 276-3248.

City of Lansing
Confections with Convictions
Consumers Energy
CSM Group
Denso Manufacturing Michigan, Inc.
Eagle Technologies
FEMA Corporation
Fido Motors
Ford Motor Company
Gentex Corporation
Lee Honors College
Level Data, Inc.
Michigan Department of Transportation
Murray Lake Floating Boardwalk
Oshtemo Township
Otsego Public Schools
Parker Hannifin HPS
Parkwyn Village Neighborhood
Ventra Ionia Main, LLC
Whirlpool Corporation
WMU Solar Car
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CIVIL AND CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING
Session Chair – Decker Haines, Ph.D.
Room D-115

CITY OF LANSING COMPLETE STREETS
by: Dustin Black, Eric Catlin, Sean Harrigan, and Tyler Shelton
Sponsor: City of Lansing, Andrew Kilpatrick
Faculty Advisor: Valerian Kwigizile, Ph.D., P.E.
9:00 a.m. – 9:25 a.m.
Downtown Lansing is a dense urban center with a wide range of transportation types. To provide better access
to the area’s parking garages and Lansing Community College, the City of Lansing has decided to convert six
major streets from one-way to two-way operation. Our project includes traffic analysis, signal design,
geometric design, pavement design, and complete streets recommendations. Alternatives of the designs will be
analyzed prioritizing sustainability and context sensitive solutions.
MURRAY LAKE FLOATING BOARDWALK
by: Michael Perkins, Evan Sledz, Bradley Visel, and Ashley Williams
Sponsor: Murray Lake Community Association, Kim Meyer
Faculty Advisor: Decker Hains, Ph.D., P.E., PMP
9:30 a.m. – 9:55 a.m.
The project overview is to design a floating boardwalk through a dense bog positioned at the foot of a steep
slope. The client desires a walkway from the rear of the property to the shoreline of Murray Lake. The
boardwalk will allow access to the lake for the surrounding neighborhood, and in turn, will provide an access
point from the lake to the community. The path will blend with the natural surroundings and have minimal
effect on the existing environment and bog. Meander of the path should be marginal, and the design will
comply with EPA, DEQ, and the city Lowell codes and regulations. The materials used and installation will be
environmentally sustainable economically conscious.
BOTTLENECK REDUCTION – I-94 AND OAKLAND DR AND US-131
by: Abdulrahman Alrashoud and Noor Al Rahbi
Sponsor: Michigan Department of Transportation, Steven Brink, Janine Cooper, and Athira Jayadevan
Faculty Advisor: Valerian Kwigizile, Ph.D., P.E.
10:00 a.m. – 10:25 a.m.
Traffic volumes on I-94 have increased over the last few years to a level where delays are observed at peak
travel periods at the Oakland Drive and US-131 interchanges. Comparison of alternatives, short and long term,
for bottleneck reduction between I-94/Oakland interchange and I-94/US-131 interchange was performed. This
was achieved through analysis of civil engineering aspects, including traffic design, highway and cost
estimation. The proposed alternative will help alleviate the traffic congestions resulting from the current
bottleneck.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERING
Session Chair ~ John Kapenga, Ph.D.
Room: D-202

ADA COMPLIANCE FOR OSHTEMO TOWNSHIP WEBSITE
by: Andrew Crowley and Timothy Hinga
Sponsor: Dusty Farmer
Faculty Advisor: John Kapenga, Ph.D.
9:00 a.m. – 9:25 a.m.
The internet is becoming more and more accessible for people with disabilities, thanks to the Americans with
Disabilities Act, which became law in 1990. The ADA is a civil rights law that prohibits discrimination against
individuals with disabilities in all areas of public life, including jobs, schools, transportation, and all public and
private places that are open to the general public. This includes websites and computer usage. A local website
was updated so that its contents complied with the ADA, and was more accessible to people with disabilities.
The website was created with the content management system known as WordPress, and acceptance testing was
performed using people with disabilities as willing participants for use and feedback.
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
by: Kristina Maki
Sponsor: Denso Manufacturing, Teresa Hansen and Char Orbeck
Faculty Advisor: John Kapenga, Ph.D.
9:30 a.m. – 9:55 a.m.
Production team members needed an up-to-date software program, specifically designed for their needs, to
submit requests for machine maintenance. A web-based software program was designed and implemented so
that such requests could be easily filled out and submitted from the production member’s station. Maintenance
team members are then notified of the request and continue the workflow until the request is complete. The
software was implemented using an ASP.NET MVC framework with a Vue.js JavaScript framework on the
front end. The new software saved time and increased efficiency for production and maintenance team
members when compared to the old software.
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INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
by: Brandi Kennedy and Nicholas Yahr
Sponsor: Otsego Public Schools, Michelle Triemstra
Faculty Advisor: John Kapenga, Ph.D.
10:00 a.m. – 10:25 a.m.
As technology becomes an increasingly popular asset in schools today, proper procedures must be taken to
ensure the technology is logged, cared for and updated as necessary. A web-based inventory management
software that provides spreadsheet and map-based user interfaces was built in order to make inventory tracking
easier, faster and increasingly more useful. The interface allows admins to set user IDs and permissions while
allowing users to enter and track information with interactive maps. Users can create and export reports that
analyze the data and display useful visuals. The website will guide and improve future management of
technology in schools.
LEE HONORS COLLEGE MOBILE APPLICATION
by: Justin Bennett, Justin Boarts, Neil Macklin-Camel, and Justin True
Sponsor: Lee Honors College, Katie Fox
Faculty Advisor: John Kapenga, Ph.D.
10:30 a.m. – 10:55 a.m.
The Lee Honors College on Western Michigan University campus was looking for an easier way to get
common information to its members. The solution was to create an app that conveniently displays relevant
information. This app was started by a previous design group and our group was asked to make updates and
add new features. Some of the updates include fixing bugs and interface issues with the administration portal,
rearranging the layout of the data on the app, and adding a suggestion box. This will allow honors students to
be more connected and involved with the honors college without being physically present.
ERROR MONITORING PORTAL
by: Chad Hirsch, Chase Myers, and Jonathan Sanford
Sponsor: Level Data, Inc. Derek Vische & Josh Marshall
Faculty Advisor: John Kapenga, Ph.D.
11:00 a.m. – 11:25 a.m.
Handing personal student data for hundreds of school districts throughout the country requires thousands of
tasks that can fail for any reason. The error monitoring process involves generally tedious work of separating
what can just be processed again from more severe issues. This error monitoring portal provides an interface to
escalate and notify customers of problems before they know there was one, as well as automate reprocessing of
records for less severe cases. By smartly defining errors with minimal interaction, developers are free to handle
concern of customers more readily.
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IT ASSET MANAGER
by: Noah Jahn and Paul VanderWeele
Sponsor: CSM Group, Derrick Quintanilla, Kalem Pulliam, and Ben Stieber
Faculty Advisor: John Kapenga, Ph.D.
11:30 a.m. – 11:55 a.m.
As a company grows, the need to track internal assets increases. It becomes more difficult to find a solution that
is receptive, responsive, and meets specific enterprise needs. An efficient custom software solution was
developed in PHP using the Codelgniter 3 framework. The system is made to reduce employee mistakes
through validation and the creation of logical groups, it allows inventory to be searched quickly using a MySQL
database, and provides an overview with real-time metrics on existing assets via a web dashboard. This reduces
the overhead workload and saves the company a significant amount of time managing rates and stock of IT
equipment.
JAVASCRIPT GAMES FOR THE INTERVENTION SYSTEM
by: Nick Bobich, Megan Solomon, and Andrejs Tomsons
Sponsor: Larry Blackmer
Faculty Advisor: John Kapenga, Ph.D.
1:00 p.m. – 1:25 p.m.
These games are being designed with the intention of improving the math skills of students who are not
considered to be proficient for their grade level. They are written in JavaScript, a web-based language that
allows games to run efficiently in a web browser such as Chrome on a variety of devices. By spending time
practicing math outside of class via these games, the students that are not proficient will eventually reach
proficiency without falling behind in their current grade level.
TIME MANAGEMENT APPLICATION
by: Edgar Cardenas, Steven Hawes, Tanner Reits, and Audre Staffen
Sponsor: Eagle Technologies, Jason Cleveland
Faculty Advisor: John Kapenga, Ph.D.
1:30 p.m. – 1:55 p.m.
Accurately gauging time is currently a tedious process for management and employees. A web application was
built using ASP.NET Core 2.0 MVC, a coding framework bringing together C# and HTML languages to
produce web-ready applications. The application connects to a SQL database to create, edit, and delete
timecard entries. By allowing employees to quickly enter their daily work time from any internet-accessible
location, it is now easier to accurately track work on specific projects as they progress.
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LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (LMS)
by: Hong Lin Wei and Chee Kong Wong
Sponsor: None
Faculty Advisor: John Kapenga, Ph.D.
2:00 p.m. – 2:25 p.m.
Nation-wide, public school teachers work to help their students meet state educational standards. The
infrastructure of a learning management system was developed using Laravel, a PHP web framework. This
learning management system conducts general education through online modules and gives instructors the
ability to issue struggling students remedial “interventions” at their discretion. The completed system provides
tools to estimate and improve students’ proficiency in any and all desired subjects.
AUGMENTED REALITY PROJECTION SYSTEM
by: Nic Smith and Michael Steinman
Sponsor: WMU Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Dean Johnson, Ph.D.
Faculty Advisors: John Kapenga, Ph.D. and Dean Johnson, Ph.D.
2:30 p.m. – 2:55 p.m.
Augmented Reality is an emerging technology that may have practical benefits in a classroom setting to create a
more interactive experience for students, especially in larger classes. The Augmented Reality Projection
System was designed to allow instructors to stream lecture material such as notes, images, or 3-D models
directly to student’s mobile devices. Student’s mobile devices show the presented material through the view of
the device camera as though the material exists in the real world. The ease of use and interaction provided by
this medium could improve classroom participation and performance.
BRONCODE: AN INTERACTIVE PROGRAMMING TUTORIAL PLATFORM
by: Joshua Chandler, Charles Noble, Ahmed Radwan, and Alexander Wardell
Sponsor: None
Faculty Advisor: John Kapenga, Ph.D.
3:00 p.m. – 3:25 p.m.
A website hosted on Western Michigan University’s own servers that utilizes interactive programming
exercises authored by faculty that use real code to teach students computer science and software engineering
concepts. Exercises come in the form of problems that need to be solved with a program that must be
successfully and functionally implemented. These exercises are graded by the system automatically and may be
viewed by instructors to gauge student performance.
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ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Session Chair ~ Daniel Litynski, Ph.D.
Room: D-204

INVERTER FOR A SMALL-SCALE SOLAR GENERATION STATION
by: Dylan Shaw, Zachary Smith, and Nick Spearritt
Sponsor: Jesse Jackson - Consumers Energy
Faculty Advisor: Pablo Gomez, Ph.D.
9:00 a.m. – 9:25 a.m.
An inverter for a scaled-down solar generation station was created to replace the existing inverter. It has been
concluded that a commercially available inverter is not the most appropriate option. Therefore, the new inverter
was optimized for the output produced by the solar array. This new inverter converts the varying DC signal
from the solar array to a constant 120 Volt AC signal with a frequency of 60 Hertz and displays the real time
input and output of the inverter.
WIRELESS ECG MONITORING DEVICE
by: Lucas Bonek, Stephen Fenech, and Nick Sapoznik
Sponsor: None
Faculty Advisor: Massood Atashbar, Ph.D.
9:30 a.m. – 9:55 a.m.
Cardiovascular disease is a leading cause of death in the United States. Many deaths could have been prevented
simply if an electrocardiogram (ECG) test had been performed regularly. However, these tests can often be
long, tedious, and uncomfortable. A portable, wireless electrocardiogram monitoring device was created to
solve this problem. By implementing an ECG integrated circuit connected to a Bluetooth module that captures,
processes, and transmits data to an android smartphone, ECG testing can be placed into the hands of anyone
who needs it.
AUTOMATED LOSS-ON-IGNITION FOUNDRY SAND TEST SYSTEM
by: Connelly Bale, Niesha Bland, and Catherine Troyer
Sponsor: Sam Ramrattan, Ph.D. – WMU Metal Casting Laboratory
Faculty Advisor: Damon Miller, Ph.D.
10:00 a.m. – 10:25 a.m.
Prior to use in casting applications, foundry sand must be analyzed using a loss-on-ignition test to determine its
level of volatile organic compounds and moisture content. Current techniques require around four hours to
complete this testing. The developed system features three independent heating and measurement units which
conducts the entire test within ten minutes under the control of a LabVIEW™-based software application.
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HUMIDITY CONTROLLED CABINET FOR A SOLID TOP UKULELE
by: Kyle Erickson, Amanda Perion, and Anna Pillen
Sponsor: Steven Durbin, Ph.D.
Faculty Advisor: Steven Durbin, Ph.D.
10:30 a.m. – 10:55 a.m.
The humidity-controlled cabinet for a solid top ukulele utilizes humidity sensors, a microcontroller, a
humidifier, and a dehumidifier to control the humidity in the closed cabinet environment. Controlling the
humidity allows the wood of the ukulele to retain its shape, therefore maintaining the sound quality of the
instrument and expanding its lifespan.
ROBO BRONCO AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION SYSTEM
by: Reid Albrecht, Nathan LaWarre, and Ronald Munster
Sponsor: Tarun Gupta, Ph.D. – WMU Engineering Design, Manufacturing, and Management Systems
Faculty Advisor: Janos Grantner, Ph.D.
11:00 a.m. – 11:25 a.m.
A challenge in engineering is to implement autonomous machines in everyday life. When fully completed, the
Robo Bronco project will be a multi-team effort to design a robot that will give automated tours of the College
of Engineering and Applied Sciences. A navigation system was designed and implemented to allow the Robo
Bronco to travel autonomously on a specified path while avoiding obstacles. This was accomplished using
proximity sensors and a light detection and ranging (LiDar) unit controlled by a computer.
SUNSEEKER PUBLIC DISPLAY SUPPORT SYSTEM
by: Abdull Alzaher, Brian Coots, and Matt McConnell
Sponsor: None
Faculty Advisor: Bradley Bazuin, Ph.D.
11:30 a.m. – 11:55 a.m.
The WMU Sunseeker team makes numerous public displays and presentations where solar energy to power
support electronics would be useful. This project utilizes the Sunseeker solar array and spare system modules to
develop and charge an auxiliary spare battery, provide a graphical display of car or solar power collection
information, provide power and communication for a sound system, and charge cell phones. Monitoring and
operation of the support electronics is based on smart phone command and control using Bluetooth.
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SOLAR GARDEN DATA COLLECTION, ANALYSIS, AND LED SIGNAGE
by: Logan McInnis, Bryan Nearing, and Tyler Thompson
Sponsor: None
Faculty Advisor: Bradley Bazuin, Ph.D.
1:00 p.m. – 1:25 p.m.
The Educational Solar Garden at WMU has been lacking both the real-time, continuous data analysis of the
available weather and solar data collected, and a means of displaying current system performance. This project
has implemented a single server and database where solar and weather data is collected and new software
performs solar data analytics. The resulting information is then directly displayed on an LED information sign
to inform the public about the real time performance of the Solar Garden. The outcome of this project greatly
enhances the ability of WMU faculty and students to study the behavior of our educational solar arrays while
also providing highly visible public information on their performance.
SOLAR POWERED SMART LIGHTING SYSTEM
by: Naif Aldosary, Ibrahim Aldossari, and Saad Alotaibi
Sponsor: None
Faculty Advisor: Daniel Litynski, Ph.D.
1:30 p.m. – 1:55 p.m.
The energy consumption demand of the world is increasing day by day at a global scale while the prices of the
conventional energy sources are getting higher and higher. Traditional street lights consume lots of energy
because they may remain on for the whole day and night due to the improper operation or negligence of
workers. This control system automatically turns street lights ON/OFF based on sunlight intensity. It also
adjusts the intensity of the street lights according to the ambient light intensity. A street lighting system
consists of the solar panel, charge controller, battery and the LED array lights.
SOLAR PV WITH PUMPED HYDRO STORAGE SYSTEM
by: Abdulaziz Aldarees, Hussain Alsidran, and Oluwagbemiga “Dami” Diran-Ojo
Sponsor: James McPherson, PE
Faculty Advisor: Johnson Asumadu, Ph.D.
2:00 p.m. – 2:25 p.m.
Renewable energy sources are being pursed globally to reduce greenhouse gases. A small-scale photovoltaic
(PV) hydro generation storage system model was designed to demonstrate switching from solar PV to hydro
turbine. The hydro generation storage was derived from using water from a reservoir to drive the hydro turbine.
The reservoir was filled by a pump driven with excess energy from the PV. In addition to generating electricity,
the PV hydro storage system limits its ecological footprints. The model is used to replicate conditions where
hydro/solar power can be used together. Information gathered is used to determine potential large-scale
implementation.
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ENGINEERING DESIGN, MANUFACTURING, AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Session Chair – Betsy Aller, Ph.D.
Room D-201

5-AXIS TABLE FOR A HYBRID 3D METAL PRINTER
by: Blake Burnette and Nathan Wilkins
Sponsor: None
Faculty Advisor: Pavel Ikonomov, Ph.D.
8:00 a.m. – 8:25 a.m.
Complex parts cannot be created on a hybrid metal 3D printer without multi-axis control. A 5-axis table can
achieve this if it’s designed and built to withstand machining forces with no backlash. A 5-axis rotational table
was created using harmonic gears driven by stepper motors for power transfer. Finite Element Analysis was
used to design a frame resistant to deflection. The frame was built using CNC machined aluminum plates.
After the harmonic gears, motors, and overtravel safety equipment are installed, the table is ready for the hybrid
metal 3D printer to print and machine complex parts.
PICK-TO-CART USE AND FLOOR SPACE OPTIMIZATION
by: Tony Fantuzzi, Jacob Perry, Eric Raynor, and Jeff Stephens
Sponsor: Gentex Corporation, Monica VandenBerg
Faculty Advisor: David Meade, Ph.D.
8:30 a.m. – 8:55 a.m.
Floor space optimization and timely material delivery are essential operations to any manufacturing facility.
Floor cycles were analyzed to determine the most effective way to bring materials to assembly lines using a
pick-to-cart system. Interviews with assembly line workers provided feedback on the productivity of the line
layouts, leading to a revised floor plan and pick-to-cart use. Cart material layout was changed to service more
lines, and new pick-to-cart runner protocols were implemented, reducing down time when compared to the
previous material delivery system. The use of new picking tactics and floor plans will help to improve the
efficiency of the final production lines.
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IMPROVED INVENTORY ACCURACY AND REDUCED PRODUCTION DOWN TIME
by: Alexander Boyd, Matthew Detrich, Tyler Kippen, and Jonathan Simmons
Sponsor: Gentex Corporation, Monica Vandenberg
Faculty Advisor: David Meade, Ph.D.
9:00 a.m. – 9:25 a.m.
A local manufacturing company struggled with inventory management, which caused production line down
time. An inventory tracking system was designed to improve in-process material counts and more accurately
measure excess material from production. Additionally, an early warning system will be utilized to make
supervisors aware of shortages before the line shuts down. Throughout the process, various statistical tools and
six sigma practices were investigated. With these systems implemented, downstream processes will give
operational teams better oversight of inventory levels to more accurately predict the production line’s needs.
Furthermore, these improvements can reduce capital held in inventory, down time resulting from inaccurate
inventory levels, and inventory floor space requirements.
REPROCESSING OF POST-CONSUMER RECYCLED (PCR) PLASTICS
by: Jacob Booth, Fayza Khandoker, Ivan Krylov, Ashley Lacy, and Emily Nottingham
Sponsor: None
Faculty Advisor: Paul Engelmann, Ed.D
9:30 a.m. – 9:55 a.m.
While many plastics are recyclable, most single use plastic products live out their end of life in the ocean, on the
side of the road, or in landfills, which is negatively affecting our environment. To help reduce single-use plastic
waste at WMU, collection bins were placed throughout the engineering campus to collect plastic utensils. A
modified dishwasher was used to effectively clean food residue from the plastics, which were then sorted and
ground up. To get an idea of how mixed plastic behaves in a mold, a small-scale injection molding press was
used to determine processing settings. These were replicated on the larger injection molding press to make
flying discs for the college’s visitors. The end goal for this project is not only to divert a fair amount of WMU’s
plastic waste from ending up in a landfill, but also to make this process easily transferrable to other
organizations to reduce plastic waste.
RAW MATERIAL CASH FLOW ESTIMATOR FOR CHOCOLATIERS
by: Danielle Chantrenne and David VanDeven
Sponsor: Confections with Convictions, Dale Anderson
Faculty Advisor: David Lyth, Ph.D.
10:00 a.m. – 10:25 a.m.
For a small chocolatier, tracking raw material costs was cumbersome; forecasting future costs was even more
difficult. A decision support system (DSS) to track and determine costs of raw material orders based on
demand in marketing channels was created. This DSS is also scalable, created to estimate future raw material
demand for better planning and cost management. This model considers seasonality and demand for five
different marketing channels to estimate future cash flow. This tool will be used to predict raw material costs
and raw material price changes as the company continues to grow.
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AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE INTERIOR DESIGN
by: Hassan Alfahker, Jeremy Simmonds, Dan Thuma, Nate Torchalski, and Luis Vargas
Sponsor: None
Faculty Advisor: David Middleton, IDSA
10:30 a.m. – 10:55 a.m.
As automotive industry technology advances and self-driving vehicles become more commercially available,
design concepts for their interiors must also be developed. Research was conducted on automotive design and
autonomous technology, drawing inspiration from production and concept vehicles of the past, present, and
future. Hand sketches, small-scale models, and Creo CAD designs were produced. A full-size model was
developed using various material-forming processes, including 3D printing, woodworking, clay sculpting, and
metal machining. The interior was designed with consideration for safety, comfort, and technological
advancements to satisfy the needs of the consumer.
SECURE CURBSIDE MAILBOX
by: Turki Alanazi, Tony Balabani, Chris Dootz, and Luke Juriga
Sponsor: Parkwyn Village Neighborhood
Faculty Advisor: David Middleton, IDSA
11:00 a.m. – 11:25 a.m.
The Secure Curbside Mailbox was designed to significantly reduce the risk of mail theft while meeting the midcentury modern aesthetic of the Parkwyn Village neighborhood in Kalamazoo, MI. Creo Parametric was used
to design the mailbox, and Creo Simulate was used to conduct Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to narrow down
appropriate materials to meet the design intent of the mailbox. A Pugh matrix was created and used to choose
between steel, wood, aluminum, and plastic. A sophisticated NFC locking mechanism was installed to increase
convenience for all mailbox users. This mailbox prototype will provide the residents of Parkwyn Village a
sense of comfort by ensuring the safety of their incoming and outgoing mail.
DESIGN FOR CONSOLIDATION OF DEEP CARPET CLEANER AND VACUUM
by: Andrew Ballard, Aaron Covault, Nathaniel Fenwick, and Johnathan Metty
Sponsor: None
Faculty Advisor: Jorge Rodriguez, Ph.D.
11:30 a.m. – 11:55 a.m.
Most vacuums and deep carpet cleaners used nowadays struggle in the effective collection and containment of
hair and pet fur on carpets. Therefore, a system was proposed that has the functionality of both cleaning
devices. Evaluation of current cleaners was completed to identify issues and potential solutions. A new design
was selected and developed in a CAD software, thus allowing analysis and the use of computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) tools. Prototyping and testing of the proposed design was performed, and a comparison made
versus an existing design. This proposed innovative design increases effectiveness, decreasing cleaning time
and improving customer satisfaction.
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MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING A
Session Chairs – Christopher Cho, Ph.D. and William Liou, Ph.D.
Room D-109

PLANETARY SPROCKET DESIGN FOR CHAIN-DRIVEN VEHICLES
by: Hugo Silva Velasco and Westen James Weidmann
Sponsor: None
Faculty Advisor: Zachary Asher, Ph.D.
9:00 a.m. – 9:25 a.m.
This project has developed a fully functional rear-sprocket model with two gear ratios for application in a 2004
Kawasaki Ninja ZX6. A planetary gear was incorporated into a large outer sprocket along with a gear carrier
using pin selections to engage the correct gearing. This will benefit the user giving greater torque output to the
rear wheel than can be delivered by the stock rear sprocket, eliminating the need to install an aftermarket
sprocket for higher torque needs. Along with this model, a program which displays the torque delivered by a
user-chosen sprocket size was produced.
FORMULA SAE ELECTRIC POWERTRAIN DEVELOPMENT
by: Nicholas Lantis and Hunter Race
Sponsor: None
Faculty Advisor: Zachary Asher, Ph.D.
9:30 a.m. – 9:55 a.m.
Formula SAE is an international competition that challenges students to design and manufacture a formula one
style race car. Western Michigan University has a rich history in the automotive industry, however, this is the
first time the Formula SAE team has developed an electric vehicle for competition. In order to stay
competitive, a well-developed powertrain unit is vital to on track performance. The development of the
accumulator, motor, system controller, cooling system, and chassis were explored to create a reliable system
with manageable power delivery. Design and simulation were completed to verify proper integration between
all vehicle systems. A fully electric vehicle will allow the WMU Formula SAE team to compete in a different
racing class while also learning about alternative power solutions.
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FIDO MOTORS MODEL 1 BUSHING ANALYSIS
by: Austin Charlton, Iain Hume, Bradley Schoenborn
Sponsor: Fido Motors
Faculty Advisor: Zachary Asher, Ph.D.
10:00 a.m. – 10:25 a.m.
This project investigated bushing failure on the Fido Motors Model 1 electric scooter and proposed a few
solutions. This was done through investigation of the bushing failure mode, and analysis of the whole
suspension system for both the front and back wheels to develop a model for the forces on the bushings. Once a
model was developed and turned into a program to run the calculations, various bushing materials and sizes
were simulated until a few working solutions were selected that met a pre-decided acceptable failure rate.
These solutions were then delivered to Fido Motors for selection of a final choice, along with the program for
selection of bushing for future models.
FLEXIBLE SUB-ASSEMBLY STATION FOR HYDRAULIC PISTON PUMPS
by: John Poholski, Ben Reed, and Elijah Michaels
Sponsor: Parker Hannifin HPS
Faculty Advisor: Richard Meyer, Ph.D.
10:30 a.m. – 10:55 a.m.
With a major emphasis around productivity and safety in mind, the team designed, assembled, and implemented
a new sub-assembly station into one of Parker Hannifin’s Hydraulic Piston Pump assembly lines. To assemble
a barrel within Parker’s hydraulic pumps used to be a manual and dangerous task. Using power tools to
compress high energy springs by hand proposed a significant risk for the sudden release of potential energy and
the injury of the operator. Now, with a fully automated procedure in place the assembly worker can utilize
pneumatics, electronics, and a custom program to do the work for them. With the simple flip of a switch, the
barrels are assembled behind closed doors.
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ME 4710 MOTION AND CONTROLS FINAL LAB REDESIGN
by: Mason Shadle, Alban Shekaj, and Brett Singer
Sponsor: FEMA Corporation
Faculty Advisor: Richard Meyer, Ph.D.
11:00 a.m. – 11:25 a.m.
A new laboratory experiment for ME 4710 was designed to provide a more challenging and enjoyable
experience for students as well as to provide an update to the technology used in the lab. The previous
experiment consisted of a simple control system that moved a hydraulic piston to a certain distance and held it
at that position. The new experiment consists of a ball riding on a tilting set of rails that are being moved on a
fulcrum by a hydraulic piston. The piston is controlled through a computer run program using a closed
feedback control loop that calculates the position of the ball on the rails. This calculation is performed by
measuring an electrical signal from the rail system and running that signal through an equation. The system is
controlled by a PID controller, and the code for this controller is uploaded onto the computer by the students.
Students are graded based on how quickly they get the ball to stabilize to a predetermined location on the rail.
Students are given demerits to their score based on if they take the ball to extreme zones on the railing, or if the
ball falls off the rails. By having a scoring feature, the experiment acts as a competition between the students
and promotes designing a higher quality system.
EXPLORATION INTO THE DRAG EFFECTS OF REYNOLDS NUMBER ON THE DRIVAER
MODEL
by: Aaron Felsenfeld, Avery Maurer, and Stephen Roelofs
Sponsor: Ford Motor Company, Dr. Sudesh Woodiga
Faculty Advisor: Tianshu Liu, Ph.D.
11:30 a.m. – 11:55 a.m.
The effects of Reynolds number on the drag characteristics of a bluff body ground vehicle was studied using the
DrivAer model. This was the first time the DrivAer model has been used for this purpose in a wind tunnel. By
utilizing three different scales of the model in the Advanced Design Wind Tunnel at WMU, scaling effects were
observed in relation to the model’s overall drag measurements. Photometric skin friction measurements were
also conducted on one of the models using the Global Liminecent Oil-Film Meter Method.
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MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING B
Session Chairs – Claudia Fajardo-Hansford, Ph.D. and HoSung Lee, Ph.D.
Room D-210

METHODOLOGY OF TOPOLOGY OPTIMIATION
by: Mahnad Alawi, Naziha Khandoker, Ian New
Sponsor: None
Faculty Advisor: Jinseok Kim, Ph.D.
9:00 a.m. – 9:25 a.m.
The need for lighter products is becoming increasingly essential as it cuts material cost and significant amount
of weight which is a key factor in the automotive and aerospace industries. Topology optimization allows us to
achieve that by applying the concept to different structures with the goal of optimal distribution of materials
within a given finite volume design domain. Its algorithms selectively remove and relocate elements to achieve
the optimum performance of structural components. This project performs a parametric study on the effect of
each design parameter over mechanical performance using Finite Element Analysis and applies it to a wide
range of products used in the industry today.
HANGING 3D PRINTER
by: Max Brummel and Mitchell Miner
Sponsor: None
Faculty Advisor: Jinseok Kim, Ph.D.
9:30 a.m. – 9:55 a.m.
3-D printing is a powerful manufacturing tool that builds part directly from a CAD design. It is precise, fast,
hands free, and eco-friendly compared with classical manufacturing methods. Traditional 3-D printers build
parts by depositing plastic layer by layer onto a building platform. These printers rely on guided rails and belts
that are built into the printer in order to control the printer head. These rails and belts restrict the printer to build
objects within a fixed volume. In this project, a 3-D printer known as “The Hang-Printer” has been built by
replacing rails and belts with structural cables that can be suspended within any sized room. This form factor of
printer provides for limitless build volume and the production of large scale 3-D printed models that would
otherwise not be printable with a traditional 3-D printer.
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DRIVER ADJUSTABLE PANHARD BAR ON A MINI CUP RACECAR
by: Isaac Newell and Nicole Stanley
Sponsor: None
Faculty Advisor: Javier Montefort, Ph.D.
10:00 a.m. – 10:25 a.m.
The Panhard bar (or trackbar) is a rear-end suspension component found on purpose-built automobiles
employed in oval track racecars as well as some drag cars and extreme off road vehicles known as ‘rock
crawlers’. This panhard bar is a connection between the chassis and rear axle which limits lateral motion of a
rear axle on straightaways and is responsible for translating lateral forces into lateral and vertical force vectors
under cornering conditions. The vertical location of the panhard bar to frame mount can be adjusted in order to
tune the desired handling characteristics of the racecar. A Mini Cup car is a racecar that is a one-half scale
model of a NASCAR cup-level car and features a single cylinder Honda GX 390 sealed engine mated to a
single speed centrifugal clutch under a fiberglass body. The project goal was to design an electrically actuated
system to allow the driver of a Mini Cup car to adjust the Panhard bar to frame mounting location during live
racing conditions. This was accomplished using a servo motor which rotates a threaded rod that in turn moves
the panhard bar frame-mount location vertically. The design was tested throughout the 2019 season of Great
Lakes Super Mini Cups series by the driver and designer, Nicole Stanley.
PNEUMATIC FLOW BENCH
by: Alexander Sorini and Austen Thomas
Sponsor: Parker Fluid System Connectors
Faculty Advisor: Javier Montefort, Ph.D.
10:30 a.m. – 10:55 a.m.
A pneumatic test bench was designed and constructed to test the flow characteristics of various valves, fittings,
and components at a variety of different flow rates. It was made with the help of Parker Fluid System
Connectors (FSC) division. The test bench was built using Parker’s Transair piping, which was the best option
when compared to other piping alternatives for corrosion resistance and lifespan. Thorough testing was
performed using the test bench to ensure meaningful and reasonable results. It was designed to handle a
maximum flow rate of 250 SCFM and a pressure drop between 80-100 psi and was tested using multiple
components with the aforementioned values.
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT SMART-MATERIALS FOR SEISMIC DAMPING
by: Brendan Brown and Casey Horjus
Sponsor: None
Faculty Advisor: Pnina Ari-Gur, Ph.D.
11:00 a.m. – 11:25 a.m.
In an era where earthquakes are a constant threat to major cities, it is important to investigate as many options
as possible to minimize potential structural damage when an event occurs. The research completed accounts for
an additional aspect of seismic activity that is not typically included in other research: the temperature. By
including a temperature aspect, any differences in the material properties of our tested material can be tracked
and recorded, and this additional feature of the experiment allows for a more realistic testing environment as
earthquakes are not required to occur at a given temperature. This aspect allows us to create a unique
experiment yielding interesting results dependent on the temperature at which the nitinol is cooled to.
LIGHTWEIGHT RACING SUSPENSION
by: Isaac Burdick, Colin Haynes, and Nicholas Patzer
Sponsor: WMU Solar Car
Faculty Advisors: Mitchell Keil, Ph.D. and Daniel Kujawski, Ph.D.
11:30 a.m. – 11:55 a.m.
This project designed and optimized the new suspension system for Western Michigan University’s 2020 solar
car. The previous solar car was the heaviest car in its class, with the suspension system that was 19.3% of the
total vehicle weight. The new design uses a leading double control arm suspension in the front and a trailing
arm suspension in the rear. This design balanced size constraints, safety under loading conditions, and
lightweight components. The front and rear suspension systems mount to composite boards of the structural
chassis. The shock system incorporates a bell crank system mounted using aluminum plates structurally
adhered to the front and rear panels of the composite chassis on both sides of the vehicle.
RACK REPLACEMENT SYSTEM
by: Khalid Alnamlah and Keigan Ryckman
Sponsor: Ventra Ionia Main, LLC, Scott Wieber
Faculty Advisor: Zachary Asher, Ph.D.
1:00 p.m. – 1:25 p.m.
The rack replacement system was developed for a problem proposed by Ventra Ionia Main, LLC. The proposed
problem involved an assembly line with high fork truck labor demands. Working with engineers at Ventra
Ionia Main, LLC and facility at Western Michigan University, students Khalid Alnamlah and Keigan Ryckman
developed a process and a machine to help reduce high fork truck labor demand. The process utilizes already
implemented work instructions, so very little changes for current employees. The machine was designed to
move heavy racks in a small area safely.
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SONAR DOPPLER BLOOD FLOW MONITOR
by: Derek Braun, Nicholas Brown, Hal Pratley, and Indervir Singh
Sponsor: Dr. Arber Matai
Faculty Advisor: Parviz Merati, Ph.D.
1:30 p.m. – 1:55 p.m.
“CONFIDENTIAL PRESENTATION-CLOSED TO THE PUBLIC”
In the medical industry and ICU’s, the need for blood flow monitoring is imperative. Current tracking
techniques include manual readings by physicians on both Carotid and Femoral arteries, invasive techniques
with the use of probes, and ultrasound technology. Due to the time sensitive nature in the ICU incidents manual
readings are most commonly used. Manual readings are an inaccurate and time consuming (10 seconds at 2
minute intervals) process, that takes away from invaluable patient care. Our solution to this dilemma is a
wireless, hands free device with continuous monitoring capabilities. Attaining accurate flow rate
measurements, comparing with known limitations, and communicating the status of a patient to a physician.
ASSISTED PRETREAT TEST STAND
by: Tiffany Archer, James Hensler, and Stuart Williams
Sponsor: Whirlpool Corporation
Faculty Advisor: Javier Montefort, Ph.D.
2:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
“CONFIDENTIAL PRESENTATION-CLOSED TO THE PUBLIC”
The goal of the project was to design and build an assisted pretreat test stand that met the requirements that
were set by the Vertical Axis Washer Hydraulics team at Whirlpool Corporation. This team requested a
modular test station. The station had to be an independent machine offering a variety of operations without the
support of onsite Whirlpool systems. The machine also had to carry a variety of key pretreatment technology
systems. The station will be used to understand the effect pretreatment technology has on stains and clothing.
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The College of Engineering and Applied Sciences offers a wide variety of programs:
Civil and Construction Engineering (269) 276-3210
 Civil Engineering
 Construction Engineering
Computer Science (269) 276-3101
 Computer Science - Theory and Analysis
 Computer Science - General option
Electrical and Computer Engineering (269) 276-3150
 Computer Engineering
 Electrical Engineering
Industrial and Entrepreneurial Engineering & Engineering Management (269) 276-3350
 Industrial and Entrepreneurial Engineering
Engineering Design, Manufacturing, & Management Systems (269) 276-3554
 Engineering Design Technology
 Engineering Management Technology
 Manufacturing Engineering Technology
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering (269) 276-3420
 Aerospace Engineering
 Mechanical Engineering
Chemical and Paper Engineering (269) 276-3500
 Chemical Engineering
 Paper Engineering
 Graphic and Printing Science
College of Engineering and Applied Sciences Advising Office (269) 276-3270
The Master of Science in Engineering is offered in chemical, computer, electrical, mechanical, and industrial
engineering. The Master of Science is offered in aerospace engineering, chemical engineering, computer
science, construction engineering, engineering management, manufacturing engineering, and paper and printing
science. The Ph.D. is offered in chemical engineering, civil and construction engineering, computer science,
electrical and computer engineering, industrial engineering, mechanical engineering, and paper and printing
science.
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Information about the College of Engineering and Applied Sciences at
Western Michigan University
CEAS Mission
 Educate: develop career-ready engineering and applied science graduates for success in the global market;
 Discover: advance knowledge and innovation through high-quality research, teaching, and student engagement;
 Inspire: prepare our learning community for lifelong excellence, ethical behavior, and professional leadership;
 Transform: cultivate an inclusive learning environment, contributing to diversity in the engineering workforce;
and
 Respond: answer challenges in our local and global communities to improve the well-being of society.
CEAS Vision
To be the College of choice for tomorrow’s engineers through excellence in education, discovery, and service.
CEAS Four Cornerstones
 Engagement: Produce job- ready graduates with the ability to grow in their profession and who are lifelong
learners
 Innovation: Move the profession and society forward by providing engineers, scientists, and technologists with
new capabilities
 Leadership: To graduate engineers, technologists, and applied scientists who are and will continue to be leaders in
their profession and community
 Globalization: Our graduates must be prepared to work in a global engineering and applied sciences industry
CEAS Administration
 Interim Dean of Engineering and Applied Sciences: Dr. Steven Butt
 Chair of Civil and Construction Engineering: Dr. Osama Abudayyeh
 Chair of Computer Science: Dr. Steven Carr
 Chair of Electrical and Computer Engineering: Dr. Brad Bazuin
 Interim Chair of Engineering Design, Manufacturing Engineering, and Management Systems: Dr. Tim Greene
 Interim Chair of Industrial and Entrepreneurial Engineering and Engineering Management: Dr. Tim Greene
 Chair of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering: Dr. Koorosh Naghshineh
 Chair of Chemical and Paper Engineering: Dr. Li Kecheng

CEAS Contact Information
 CEAS Advising Office: (269) 276-3270
 CEAS Dean’s Office: (269) 276-3253
 CEAS Student Outreach and Recruitment Coordinator: Scot Conant – (269) 276-3272
 CEAS Website: www.wmich.edu/engineer/news/senior
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